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QUESTION 1

You have a new customer that owns a resort franchise with hotels in more than 6 countries in the Caribbean. 

They have done some TV ads to market new segments in the US and Europe, but have not been able to get people
who visit their website to book a week-long vacation. 

Your client would like for you to encourage people who visited the website to complete a new transactions/ purchase. 

What type of ads would you launch in order to achieve this goal? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Traffic and conversion ads. 

B. Traffic and store visit ads. 

C. Post Engagement and brand awareness ads. 

D. Conversion and traffic ads. 

E. Video Views, lead generation, and traffic ads. 

F. Conversion and product catalog sales / dynamic ads. 

Correct Answer: F 

Keep in mind that the client wants to encourage people to finalize booking on their site. So you are looking at conversion
or bottom of the funnel ads. In this case, you need to launch conversion and dynamic ads in order to get the most
results and optimize campaigns based on specific results on the website. Be careful in these type of questions, look for
phrases like "people who\\'ve visited the website" and "complete a new transaction." Traffic ads would be valid for new
traffic generation; however, this client wants to focus specifically on conversions. You also want to use dynamic ads
since your client has multiple locations so that you can optimize ads by location with their audience. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to share a customer database to your agency but your lawyer is concerned with privacy and sharing your
customer data. You\\'ve built a custom audience and will share this audience with your agency. 

What different type of access is NOT allowed within Facebook platform when sharing audiences with third parties? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Targeting only 

B. Insights only 

C. Targeting and Insights 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

What is the benefit of setting bid caps for your campaigns? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Get as many results for your full budget as possible 

B. Keep your cost per result below a certain amount 

C. Optimize campaign for best cost per result 

D. Allow Facebook auction to evenly distribute campaign budget 

E. Get a specific target price for your campaigns 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are running dynamic ads for an e-commerce site and have installed the Facebook Pixel; however, you 

are getting a warning that the pixel is not pairing with your client\\'s Product Catalog. 

What can you do to fix this issue? 

Select three that apply. 

A. Go to your Business Manager and associated your pixel with the Product Catalog. 

B. Install the Facebook pixel helper and make sure your pixel is detected 

C. Go to the Product Catalog Preference API and troubleshoot your pixel 

D. Create a new Facebook pixel and install the new pixel on your site 

E. You need to run dynamic ads for the pixel to detect your Product Catalog 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What are some benefits of MTA? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Helps you understand cross-device path to conversion. 
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B. Can analyze and compare publishers and campaign performance 

C. Shows that the last touch model has no limits 

D. Shows that attribution window is always tied to a last touch model 

E. Gives credit to multiple impressions and clicks on the path to conversion. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Benefits of people-based multi-touch attribution (MTA) 

Helps you understand the cross-device, people-based path to conversion Provides actionable data for more efficient
allocation of media spend Can analyze and compare publishers, campaigns, and cross-device performance
Demonstrates the limits of only using a last touch model Shows what\\'s working and what isn\\'t among marketing
channels Attribution is the assigning of credit to a marketing touchpoint.Most digital advertisers today measure with a
last click attribution model, in which the last click gets full credit for driving a conversion. In this model, even if there were
five impressions and one click in the path to conversion, all credit is given to the click. In contrast, multi-touch attribution
(MTA) gives credit to multiple impressions and clicks on the path to conversion. 
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